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Abstract Recently, semantic text portion (STP) is getting popular in the field of Web mining. STP is a text portion in the original page which is
semantically related to the anchor pointing to the target page. STPs may include the facts and the people's opinions about the target pages. STPs can
be used for various upper-level applications such as automatic summarization and document categorization. In this paper, we concentrate on
extracting STPs. We conduct a survey of STP to see the positions of STPs in original pages and find out HTML tags which can divide STPs from the
other text portions in original pages. We then develop a method for extracting STPs based on the result of the survey. The experimental results show
that our method achieves high performance.
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1. Introduction

of the target page, there is a possibility that we can make a

In the field of Web mining, many researchers come to
focus on the link structure. When there is a link from a web
page to another one, the former is called the original page
and the latter is called the target page. One target page may
have many original pages. One of the most important
characteristics of the link structure is that the text portions
around the anchors in the original pages describe the target
pages [4]. Henzinger, in his survey on the link structure
analysis [7], explains that this characteristic originates from
the following human factor. Many authors of original pages
create links because they think the links are useful for the
readers. A link from an original page to a target page can be
seemed as a recommendation about the target page by the
author of the original page. The author also writes some
texts around the anchor to explain the target page to the
readers from his own viewpoint (also see Figure 1 as an
example). These text portions are semantically related to the
target page. We give the following definition about this kind
of text portions.
Definition 1

better directory by using STPs.

Semantic text portion (STP) in an original page is a text
portion which is semantically related to the anchor
pointing to the target page.
Recently, STP is getting popular in the field of Web
Mining. STPs can be used for many applications. One
example is automatic summarization [1, 2, 6]. STPs may
include important information about target pages. We can
make summaries of target pages by collecting them. Another
example is document categorization [5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14].
Because the target page contains many noise parts such as
banner ads and links for navigation, STPs may represent the
content of the target page better. Compared to using the text

F i g u r e 1 . An e x a m p l e o f e x p l a n a t i o n o f t h e t a rg e t p a g e .
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federal grant-making agencies. Navigation of the site is
s i m p l e . " It i s a u t h o r ’s o wn v i e wp o i n t a b o u t t h e t a rg e t p a g e .

Researchers proposed various methods for extracting STPs.
These methods are anchor-text method, fixed-window
method, sentence-based method, paragraph-based method,
and list-based method. The anchor-text method is the
simplest one. It extracts the text portion between the tags
<A> and </A> of the anchor. The fixed-window method
extracts the anchor text and the pre-determined number of
words around the anchor. The sentence-based method
extracts one or more sentences around the anchor. The
paragraph-based method extracts the paragraph which begins
with the anchor followed by texts. The list-based method
extracts the list item which includes the anchor.
These methods are too simple to extract all the STPs in
one original page. The problem of extracting STPs is that
they locate in various kinds of location like the text around
the anchor, the page title, the list title, the first row of the
table and so on. Therefore the previous methods cannot
extract STPs in high precision and especially in high recall.

Our approach to solve this problem is as follows. We
conduct a survey of STPs to see which kinds of text portion
in an original page are related to the anchor. We hope that
we will find out some HTML tags which can semantically
divide STPs from the other text portions in original pages.
Based on the result of the survey, we develop a method for
extracting STPs. Our method represents an original page by
a DOM tree to analyze its document structure. DOM
(Document Object Model) is an API to access any parts of a
Web page which is standardized by W3C [17]. Our method
then extracts STPs by using specific HTML tags which are
found in the survey.
The most serious shortcoming in the previous researches
is that they did not survey where STPs are written in an
original page and did not evaluate their methods from the
viewpoint of extracting STPs. They only proposed their
simple methods and used the text portions extracted by their
methods for upper-level applications. They did not consider
whether the extracted text portion itself is semantically
related to the target page or not. In our research, we
conducted a deep survey of the location of STPs and
evaluated our method from the viewpoint of extracting STPs
by inviting three evaluators. We made a dataset which
consists of more than 1000 real original pages for the survey
and a dataset which consists of 200 real original pages for
the evaluation. The evaluators judged which text portions are
real STPs in those pages. We decided on the text part which
is a real STP by the majority vote. In the evaluation, we
compared the texts extracted by our method to the real STPs
given by evaluators. We then compared our method to the
previous methods in extracting STPs. The experimental
results showed that our method can achieve high precision
and also the highest recall among the previous methods.
In brief, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
- We deeply survey the locations of STP in original pages
for the first time.
- We propose a method for extracting STPs from the result
of the survey.
- We evaluate extracted text portions by using real STPs
given by evaluators for the first time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

are two types of STP from the viewpoint of its locations.
One type exists around the anchor. This means that it
directly includes the anchor. The other type exists in the
upper-level structure of the original page. A web page is
described in HTML and all parts of the web page (document)
are structured by tags. The latter type does not touch the
anchor and exits in the upper-level of this document
structure. We call the former type the Local Semantic
Portion (LSP). We call the latter type the Upper-level
Semantic Portion (USP). Our survey consists of the survey
of LSP and the survey of USP.
2.1. Dataset and survey method
We prepared 1108 real original pages in our survey. These
1108 web pages are 752 original pages of 50 official target
pages such as a government's web page and a company's web
page and 356 original pages of 50 personal target pages such
as an individual's web page about his hobby. We collected
these original pages as follows. We randomly selected 50
official target pages and 50 personal target pages from Open
Directory [3]. For each target page, we found its original
pages by using Google [8]. To get original pages of a target
page, Google offers a search function by the query type
"link:URL of the target page". We used 20 original pages at
most for each target page.
We invited three evaluators to give us the right answer of
USPs. The method we used in the survey is as follows. For
each original page in the dataset, we show the three
evaluators its content and the anchor pointing to its target
page. The evaluators see the content of the target page. After
that, we ask them to judge which text portions are
semantically related to the anchor. We define a real STP as
the text portion which is judged to be semantically related to
the anchor by at least two evaluators.
2.2. Survey of LSP
2.2.1. Positions of LSPs in original pages
Through the survey, we realized that LSPs are located in
one of the following five places: table, list (ordered and
un-ordered list), definition list, paragraph, or DIV object.

discusses the survey of STP and Section 3 explains our

Table 1 shows the number of LSPs in each place in 1108

method for extracting STPs. In Section 4, we evaluate STPs

original pages.

extracted by our method and compare our method to other
methods. Section 5 provides some concluding remarks and
directions for future research.

2. Survey of STP
In this section, we explain our survey of STP. The purpose
of this survey is to see the positions of STPs in original
pages and find HTML tags which can divide STPs from the
other text portions in original pages. We realize that there

P osi ti o n

Total

Pa ra grap h

320

Ordered and un-o rdered list

354

Definit ion list

56

Table

339

DIV

39

Table 1. Number of LSPs in each place

2.2.2. HTMLs tags for dividing LSPs from the other text
portions
This subsection explains the result of survey about what
kind of HTML tag can divide the LSP from the other text
portions in each place.
a) When the LSP is in a paragraph. We found that there
are the following two cases when a LSP is in a paragraph.
After here, we call the paragraph which has the anchor to the
target page the current paragraph.
Case 1: The LSP covers the whole paragraph. In this case,
we realized that there is only one anchor in the paragraph or
there is no line feeder tag in the paragraph. We found that
<P> tag and </P> tag can divide the LSP from the other text
portions.
Case 2: The LSP is one part of the paragraph. In this case,
we realized that there are several anchors and several line
feeder tags in the paragraph. We found that there are four
sub-cases as shown in Figure 2.
- Sub-case 1: The paragraph begins with an anchor
followed by texts and there is no line feeder tag between the
anchor and the following texts.
- Sub-case 2: The paragraph begins with an anchor
followed by texts and there are one or more line feeder tag(s)
between the anchor and the following texts.
- Sub-case 3: The paragraph begins with texts and there is
no line feeder tag between the texts and the following
anchor.
- Sub-case 4: The paragraph begins with texts and there
are one or more line feeder tag(s) between the texts and the
following anchor.
We found that in Sub-case 1 and Sub-case 2, the LSP is
divided by the line feeder tag before the anchor and the line
feeder tag before the next anchor. We also found that in
Sub-case 3 and Sub-case 4, the LSP is divided by the line
feeder tag after the previous anchor and the line feeder tag
after the anchor.
b) When the LSP is in a DIV object. We found the
following two cases.
Case 1: The LSP covers the whole DIV object. We found
that the LSP is divided from the other text portions by the
<DIV> tag and </DIV> tag.
Case 2: The LSP is one part of the DIV object. We found
that the LSP is divided from the other text portions by line
feeder tags like a)-Case 2.
c) When the LSP is in a list. We found the following two
cases. After here, we call the list item which includes the
anchor to the target page the current list item. We call the
list which has the current list item the current list.
Case 1: The LSP covers the whole current list item. We
found that the LSP is divided from the other text portions by

the <LI> tag and </LI> tag.
Case 2: The LSP covers one part of the current list item.
We found that the LSP is divided from the other text portions
by line feeder tags like a)-Case 2.

<P>
anchor...................................
...............................................
anchor...................................
...............................................
anchor...................................
...............................................
</P>

<P>
anchor
...............................................
...............................................
anchor
...............................................
...............................................
anchor
...............................................
...............................................
</P>

i)The paragraph begins with an
anchor followed by texts.
There is no line feeder tag
between the anchor and texts

ii) The paragraph begins with an
anchor followed by texts. There
is one or more line feeder tag(s)
between the anchor and texts

<P>
...............................................
....................................anchor
...............................................
....................................anchor
...............................................
....................................anchor
</P>

<P>
...............................................
...............................................
anchor
...............................................
...............................................
anchor
...............................................
...............................................
anchor
</P>

iii) The paragraph begins with
texts. There is no line feeder
tag between the anchor and
texts

iv) The paragraph begins with
texts. There is one or more line
feeder tag(s) between the anchor
and texts

Figure 2. Four sub-cased when the LSP is one part of a paragraph

d) When the LSP is in a definition list. We found the
following two cases (also see Figure 3).
Case 1: The LSP covers the definition term including the
anchor and the definition description of the definition term.
We found that the LSP is divided from the other text portions
by the <DT> tag before the anchor and the </DD> tag after
the anchor
Case 2: The LSP is a part of the definition description. We
found that there are several anchors and several line feeder
tags in the definition description. The line feeder tag before
the anchor and the line feeder tag before the next anchor can
divide the LSP from the other text portions.
e) When the LSP is in a table:
We found that there are the following five cases (also see
Figure 4). After here, we call the cell, where the anchor to
the target page exists, the current cell. We call the row
which has the current cell the current row. We call the table
which has the current row the current table.

Case 1: The LSP covers the whole current cell. We found
that the LSP is divided by <TD> tag and </TD> tag.
Case 2: The LSP is a part of the current cell. We found that
the LSP is divided from the other text portions by line feeder
tags like a)-Case 2.
Case 3: The LSP covers several cells (not all cells) in the
current row. We found there are the following two sub-cases.
- Sub-case 1: The current row begins with an anchor.
- Sub-case 2: The current row begins with texts.
We found that in Sub-case 1, the <TD> tag before the
anchor and the </TD> tag before the next anchor divide the
LSP from the other text portions. We found that in Sub-case
2, the <TD> tag after the previous anchor and the </TD> tag
after the anchor can divide the LSP from the other text
portions. Case 4: The LSP covers the current row.
We found that the <TR> tag and </TR> tag of the current
row can divide the LSP from the other text portions. Case 5:
The LSP covers several rows of the table. We found there are
the following two sub-cases.
- Sub-case 1: The table begins with an anchor.
- Sub-case 2: The table begins with texts.
We found that in Sub-case 1, the <TR> tag before the
anchor and the </TR> tag before the next anchor can divide
the LSP from the other text portions. We found that in
Sub-case 2, the <TR> tag after the previous anchor and the
</TR> tag after the anchor can divide the LSP from the other
text portions.
<DL>
<DL>

<DT> anchor </DT>

<DT> anchor </DT>

<DD>

<DD> texts </DD>

anchor ......................

<DT> anchor </DT>

...................................

<DD> texts </DD>

anchor ......................

<DT> anchor </DT>

...................................

<DD> texts </DD>

anchor ......................

<DT> anchor </DT>

...................................

<DD> texts </DD>
</DL>

</DD>
</DL>

i) The LSP covers the definition
term including the anchor and
the definition description.

ii) The LSP is a part of the definition
description and there are several
anchors and several line feeder tags in
the definition description.

Figure 3. Two cases in which the LSP is in a definition list

2.2.3. Summary of HTML tags for dividing LSPs from the
other text portions
We found there are three kinds of HTML-tag set which
can divide LSPs from the other text portions in original
pages: the set including only the parent tag (parent-tag set),
the set including only the sibling tag (sibling-tag set), and
the set including the ancestor tag without the parent tag or
both the parent tag and its sibling tag (relative-tag set).
A parent-tag set consists of the parent tag which directly
includes the anchor. Using the parent-tag set can divide a
LSP from the other text portions when the LSP covers the
whole of the paragraph, list item, table cell, or DIV object.
For example, when a LSP covers the whole paragraph, the
LSP can be divided by the <P> tag and </P> tag of the
paragraph.
A sibling-tag set consists of the sibling tag which is at the
same level as the <A> tag of the anchor in the document
structure. Using a sibling-tag set can divide a LSP from the
other text portions when the LSP covers one part of the
paragraph, list item, table cell, or DIV object. For example,
when a LSP covers one part of the paragraph which includes
the anchor, the LSP is divided from the other text portions
by the two sibling tags which are the line feeder tag before
the LSP and line feeder tag after the LSP.
A relative-tag set consists of either the ancestor tag
without the parent tag or the both of the parent tag and its
sibling tag in the document structure. Using a relative-tag set
can divide a LSP from the other text portions when the LSP
covers several cells (not all cells) of the current row, the
current row, or several rows of the current table. For
example, when a LSP covers several cells of the current row
and the current row begins with an anchor, it is divided by
the <TD> tag which is the parent of the anchor to the target
page and the </TD> tag of the next cell which is its sibling
tag. Furthermore, using a relative-tag set can divide a LSP
from the other text portions when the LSP covers the
definition term including the anchor and the definition
description of the definition term.
Table 2 shows the numbers of LSPs which can be divided
from the other text portions by using each type of tag set.
Parent-tag set
Paragraph

ii) The LSP is one

the current cell

part of the current cell cells of the current row

iii) The LSP covers several

iv) The LSP covers

v) The LSP covers

the current row

several rows

Figure 4. Five cases in which the LSP is in a table

Relative-tag set

216

102

0

329

25

0

Definition list

0

12

44

Table

165

63

113

DIV

21

18

0

Ordered and
un-ordered list

i) The LSP covers

Sibling-tag set

Table 2. Numbers of LSPs which can be divided from the other text
portions by using each type of tag set

2.3. Survey of USP
This subsection explains the result of the survey about
which kind of location the USP exists and what kind of
HTML tag can divide the USP from the other text portions.
Table 3 shows its result. The left column shows the type of
upper-level object which is related to the anchor, the center
column shows the number of pages which has each type of
upper-level object, and the right column shows the HTML
tags which can divide the USP from other text portions.
In our survey, we found 1097 original pages in which the
page title is related to the anchor. There were 739 original
pages in which headers (from H1 to H6) are related to the
anchor. We also realized that if there are several headers at
the same level (for example, there are several headers H3),
the header nearest to the anchor is related to the anchor.

Page title

1097

HTML tags used
for extracting
<Title> and </Title>

H1

326

<H1> and </H1>

H2

209

<H2> and </H2>

H3

153

<H3> and </H3>

H4

18

<H4> and </H4>

H5

26

<H5> and </H5>

H6

7

<H6> and </H6>

Table Header

6

<TH> and </TH>

48

<TR> and </TR>

82

<TR> and </TR>

64

line feeder tags

46

cannot extract

167

cannot extract

Upper-level object

The first row of the
current table
The first row of an
upper-level table
The text portion at the
top of the current list
Another row of the
current table
Another row of an
upper-level table
Another table

Total

278

cannot extract

Another list

36

cannot extract

Another paragraph

372

cannot extract

Table 3. Result of the survey of USP

We found six original pages in which the table header of
the current table is related to the anchor. We realized that
authors of original pages rarely use table headers. They
usually use the first row of the current table or the first row
of the upper-level table instead of the table header.
Therefore, in 48 original pages, the fist row of the current
table is related to the anchor; and in 82 original pages, the
first row of the upper-level table is related to the anchor. We
also realized that, some of the authors of original pages also
write some texts related to the anchor in the row before the
current row in the current table (not the first row) or in a
row of the upper-level table (not the first row). We found 46
original pages with the former case and 167 original pages

with the latter case.
We also found that the authors of original pages usually
write some texts at the top of the list as a list title. There
were 64 original pages in which the text portion at the top of
the current list is related to the anchor. We realized that the
numbers of words of these text portions are small. The
biggest one among them is 19.
In many original pages, there is an object, which does not
directly include the anchor, but is related to the anchor. As
explained in the above, there were text portions related to
the anchor in another row of the current table or in another
row of the upper-level table. There were 278 original pages
in which the text portion in another paragraph from the
current paragraph is related to the anchor. There were 36
original pages in which the text portion in another list from
the current list is related to the anchor. There were 372
original pages in which the text portion in another table from
the current table is related to the anchor. Currently, it is
impossible to extract these text portions because this
requires that the computer can semantically understand the
content of the text.

3. Extraction of STP
In this section, we propose a method for extracting STPs
based on the result of the survey of STP.
3.1. Extraction of LSP
Firstly, our method represents an original page by a DOM
tree. It then identifies which location (paragraph, list item,
definition list, table, or <DIV> object) the anchor to the
target page belongs to. After that, the method extracts the
LSP from the identified location. The detail of the method is
as follows.
The method identifies which location the anchor belongs
to according to the type of the parent tag as follows:
■ <P > : t h e a n c h o r i s i n a p a r a g r a p h .
■ < LI > : t h e a n c h o r i s i n a l i s t i t e m .
■ < D T > o r < D D > : t h e a n c h o r i s i n a d e fi n i t i o n l i s t .
■ < TD > : t h e a n c h o r i s i n a c e l l t a b l e .
■ < D I V > : t h e a n c h o r i s a D IV o b j e c t .
Then the method extracts the LSP from each location as
follows:
a) If the anchor is in a paragraph, list item, definition
object (<DD>) or DIV object. The method checks the
number of line feeder tags in the parent object to the anchor.
■ If there is no line feeder tag, it then extracts the whole
texts of the object.
■ If there is one or more line feeder tag(s), it then
checks the number of anchors in the object. If there is
only one anchor, it then extracts the whole text of the
object. If there are several anchors, it then checks whether
the object begins with an anchor or texts. If the object
begins with an anchor, it extracts the text portion between

the line feeder tag before the anchor and the line feeder
tag before the next anchor. If the object begins with texts,
it extracts the text portion between the line feeder tag
after the previous anchor and the line feeder tag after the
anchor.
b) If the anchor is in a cell of a table. The method tries to
expand to nearby cells by following the left and right
directions from the current cell. It repeats this expansion
until it meets a cell which includes a different anchor. If it
can expand to all cells of the current row which includes the
current cell, it tries to expand to nearby rows by following
the up and down directions. It repeats this expansion until it
meets a row which includes a different anchor. There are the
following four cases in the result of this expansion:
■ Case 1: The method cannot expand to any other
c e l l s . The method extracts the LSP from the current cell by
the same method as in a).

its cells is smaller than the number of cells in the other rows.
(2) There is no anchor in it while there are anchor(s) in all
the other rows of the current table. If the first row of the
current table satisfies at least one condition, the method
extracts the first row of the current table. If the first row of
the current table does not satisfy any condition, the method
checks whether or not the first row of the upper-level table
(if it exists) satisfies at least one of the above two conditions.
If it satisfies at least one condition, the method extracts it. If
it does not satisfy, the method continues to check the first
row of the upper-level table of the previous upper-level table
(if it exists). The method repeats this process until it finds
out the first row which satisfies at least one condition or
there is no more upper-level table.
■ The method checks whether the anchor is in a list item. If
it is in a list item, the method checks whether there is a text
portion at the top of the list. If there is a text portion and its

■ Case 2: The method can expand to other cells but
i t c a n n o t e x p a n d t o a l l c e l l s o f t h e c u r re n t ro w. The
method then checks whether the current row begins with an
anchor or texts. If it begins with an anchor, the method
extracts the text portion between the <TD> tag before the
anchor and the </TD> tag before the next anchor. If it begins
with texts, the method extracts the text portion between the
<TD> tag after the previous anchor and the </TD> tag after
the anchor.
■ Case 3: The method can expand to all cells of the

number of words is smaller than a threshold a, the method

c u r re n t ro w. I t e x t r a c t s t h e wh o l e t e xt s i n t h e c u r r e n t

extracted text by using the correct answer of STP given by

r o w.

the evaluators. We also compared our method to other

■ C a s e 4 : Th e m e t h o d c a n e x p a n d t o o t h e r ro w s o f
t h e t a b l e . I t checks whether the table begins with an anchor
or texts. If it begins with an anchor, the method extracts the
text portion between the <TR> tag before the anchor and the
</TR> tag before the next anchor. If it begins with texts, the

conventional methods in extracting STPs.

method extracts the text portion between the <TR> tag after
the previous anchor and the </TR> tag after the anchor.
c) If the anchor is in <DT> object of a definition list. It
extracts the whole texts of the <DT> object and the whole
texts of its <DD> object.
3.2. Extraction of USP
Our method extracts USPs as follows:
■ It extracts the page title and all the upper headers from
H1 to H6. If there are several headers at the same level,
it extracts the nearest one to the anchor.
■ It checks whether the anchor is in a table. If the anchor
is in a table, it checks whether a table header exists.
- If a table header exists, the method extracts the table
header.
- If a table header does not exist, the method checks
whether or not the first row of the current table satisfies at
least one of the following two conditions. (1) The number of

extracts this text portion. We set a as 20 because in our
survey of USPs, there is no list title which has the number of
words which is greater than 19.

4. Evaluation
In the previous researches, they did not evaluate their
methods from the viewpoint of extracting STPs. In our
research, we invited three evaluators to participate in our
experiments to give the real STPs. We evaluated the

4.1. Dataset and experimental method
The dataset we prepared for our experiments contains 200
original pages. This dataset is different from the dataset
which we used in our survey of STP.
The experimental method we used in our experiments is as
follows:
(1) Identifying real STPs in original pages. For each i-th
original page (i =1...200) in the dataset, we show the
evaluators its content and the anchor to the target page. The
evaluators see the content of the target page. After that, we
ask them to extract STPs by themselves. We call the STPs
extracted from the i-th original page by three evaluators
P iA ,P iB , and P iC (A, B, and C are IDs of three evaluators). We
call the real STP in the i-th original page P i .
(2) Calculating the precision and the recall. We call the
text portion extracted from the i-th original page by the
extraction method S i . Let

S

be the length of a text portion S

(number of words in the text portion S). The precision i and
the recall i are calculated by the following two equations:

Pi h Si
Si

Pi h Si
Pi

The precision and the recall of the method when it extracts

STPs which exist in popular places and our method cannot
extract.
Our method extracts both LSPs and USPs in 94.08%

STPs from the dataset of 200 original pages are calculated

precision and in 85.03% recall. The average number of

by the following two equations:

words of extracted texts is 28.89. This is almost same as the

precisioni =

precision =

recalli =

200

1
∑ precision i
200 i =1

recall =

200

1
∑ recall i
200 i =1

(3) Calculating the average number of words of the

average number of the real STPs (30.43 words). We do not
know this precision and recall is high among other existing
methods. The next subsection compares our method to the

extracted STPs. We calculate the average number of words

existing methods.

of the text portions extracted by the method because this

4.3. Comparison of our method to other methods in

number reflects the precision and the recall.

extracting both LSPs and USPs
We compared our method to the anchor-text method, the

4.2. Evaluation of our method
We evaluated our method in extracting LSPs, USPs, both
LSPs and USPs. Table 4 shows the experimental results.
Experimental results show that our method extracts LSPs in
high precision (97.01%) and in high recall (93.94%). The
number of words in the texts extracted as LSPs (20.36
words) is quite similar to the average number of words of
the real LSPs (21.07 words). From this result, we can see
that our method can identify the positions of LSPs in
original pages accurately.

Precision
(%)
LSPs
USPs
both of
LS P s a nd
USPs

97.01
89.43
94.08

Rec al l
(% )

Avg. number of
words of
e xtra cted te xts

Avg. number
of words of
re a l ST Ps

93.94

20.36

21.07

74.35

8.54

9.35

85.03

28.89

30.43

Table 4. Evaluation of our method for extracting STPs

Our method extracts USPs in 89.43% precision and in
74.35% recall. The average number of words in the texts
extracted as USPs (8.54 words) is almost same as the
average number of the real USPs (9.35 words). These
precision and recall are smaller than the precision and the
recall in extracting LSPs. This can be explained as follows.
Based on the result of the survey of USP, our method
extracts the page title, the headers (H1~H6), the first row of
the current table, the first row of the upper-level table, and
the text portion at the top of the current list. However, in
some original pages, these text portions are not related to the
anchor. For example, some authors put the same name (in
most cases, the name of the web site) to all pages. Some
authors use headers or tables not for structuring the content
of the document but for decorating the web page or creating
the layout for the web page. This is why our method extracts
noise keywords. Our method cannot extract STPs in another
paragraph, in another row of the current row (not the first
row), in a row of the upper-level table (not the fist row), in
another table or in another list. This means that there are

fixed-window method, the sentence-based method, the
paragraph-based method, the list-based method, the
object-based method, the method which extracts all
upper-level objects and Roy's method in extracting both
LSPs and USPs. Table 5 shows the results.

Precision
(%)

Method

Recall
(%)

Avg. number
of words of
extracted texts

Our method

94.08

85.03

28.89

Anc hor-te xt met hod

100

19.37

3.43

Fixed-window method
(50 words aro und t he
anc hor)

29.52

52.78

51.38

Sente nce-based
met hod (3 sente nces
around the a nc hor)

60.10

51.03

25.54

100

18.32

7.16

Pa ra grap h-bas ed me t hod
List -b ase d me t ho d

84.24

19.78

7.92

Object-based met hod

70.95

50.28

367.45

Extract ing a ll
upper-le ve l objects

13.01

39.98

1081.71

84.17

20.06

5.89

R o y 's M e t ho d

*Average number of words of the real STPs is 30.43

Table 5. Comparison of our method to other methods in extracting
both LSPs and USPs

The anchor-text method, the fixed-window method, the
sentence-based method, the paragraph-based method, the
list-based method, and the object-based method extract both
LSPs and USPs in the same precision as the precision when
they extract LSPs. It is because they do not extract any text
portions in the upper-level structure of the original page.
This makes the recall to extract both LSPs and USPs smaller
than the recall to extract LSPs. Similarly, in Roy's method
and the method which extracts all upper-level objects, the
precision to extract both LSPs and USPs is same as the
precision to extract USPs. The recall to extract both LSPs
and USPs is smaller than the recall to extract USPs.
Our method extracts both the text portion around the
anchor and the text portion in the upper-level structure in the
original page. Therefore, it achieves the highest recall

(85.03%) compared to the other methods. The precision of
our method is 94.08%. It is lower than the precision of the
anchor-text method (100%) and the sentence-based method
with Option 1 (100%). Because anchor text and the sentence,
which includes the anchor, are always related to the anchor.
We can see that these methods take the safest measure to
extract STPs. Therefore their recalls are low. From this
result, we can see that our method brings a good balance
between precision and recall.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper concentrates on extracting a semantic text
portion (STP) from an original page. STP is a text part which
is related to the anchor to the target page. Firstly, we found
two types of STP: local semantic portion (LSP) and
upper-level semantic portion (USP). We conducted a survey
for each type of STP by using 1108 real original pages to
find HTML tags which can semantically divide STPs from
the other text portions in original pages. We invited three
evaluators to participate in our survey to judge which text
portions in an original page are STPs. We then developed a
method for extracting STPs based on the result of the survey.
Our method represents an original page by a DOM tree to
analyze its document structure. It then extracts STPs by
using specific set of HTML tags which are found in the
survey. We then conducted experiments to evaluate our
method and compare it to the previous methods in extracting
STPs. We evaluated the texts extracted by each method by
comparing them to the real STPs given by three evaluators.
The experimental results showed that our method achieves
high precision and the highest recall compared to the
previous methods.
The shortcoming of our survey and our extraction method
is that they just consider the relevance to the anchor but do
not consider the type of relevance. We found in the survey
that STPs are either facts or people's opinions (evaluation
and categorization). In some applications, we should select
the type of STPs. In the summarization, the user may want
to see only the people's evaluation. In the categorization, the
user may want to see a categorization created by a user
group from their viewpoints. We will study STPs by
considering whether they are facts, people's evaluation or
people's categorization as a future work.
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